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Integrity, intelligence, industry and ingenuity describe Drs. Stacy and Nicole Kimmel. This is recommendation
written with confidence, assurance and trust.
The integrity of the Kimmels is bedrock to all aspects of their lives and practice. They are transparent with their
purposes and proffer no hidden agendas. When they say they will take on a task, they do. When they say they will
follow-through, they do. Another aspect of integrity is being stable and solid. The Kimmels work with a solid
purposeful motion when taking on a task or a project. Their personal credentials speak volumes, yet even more
impressive is this synergy of effort. Their unique education, perspective, training and business experience come
together to bring more to the table than a singular professional.
The intellectual capacity of each of these professionals is vast. The emotional intelligence, which comes from
innate characteristics and experience, sets them apart. They have a rare business savvy and way with people that
is found in very few. This makes them professionals with whom others want to work and seek out not only for
training, but for advice.
Industriously and tirelessly working to achieve the highest standards of excellence in their work is their goal. We
recently worked on a major project with them and two other healthcare professionals. Drs. Stacy and Nicole were
project creators, manager and trainers. In order to complete the project on a tight deadline, they coached us
through the process of catching the vision of the project, conceptualizing the components and owning our parts as
well as training and educating each individual on the various tasks to bring it to completion. The means of training
utilized a webinar format to bring professionals in different states together to understand the concept. This was
followed by face-to-face presentation and group interaction. Their skills in coaching kept the project on track
while working with differing personalities and professional backgrounds - no easy task. Managing group meetings
with brainstorming and respectful interaction while integrating differing opinions and perspectives into a cohesive
unit is an even more difficult task masterfully accomplished. Dr. Nicole Kimmel’s 20 years of marketing experience
undergirded the completion of an expansive project in the face of roadblocks that inevitably occur working with
different agents and companies.
Ingenuity, and a desire to bring health to others brought forth their pH Thrive product. We began recommending
pH Thrive to our patients who are well-educated through the on-line training and literature distributed by these
brilliant practitioners. Knowing that their coaching/education is approved by the Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics gives further confidence as to us as healthcare professionals.
They are true educators. Speaking with them about healthcare and healthcare projects brings clarity to the
professional and layman - a necessary skill of a successful educator. They continually identify and clarify the
necessary components and masterfully create, organize and distribute materials in the process. Without
reservation, we recommend Drs. Stacy and Nicole Kimmel.

